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Notes to the Reader
This book should be read from the beginning with the map spread before
you. "From the beginning" because the technical words are underlined and
defined in the text where they first appear. Should you forget a word, however,
it appears in the "Definition of Terms" at the back of the book. "With the map
spread before you" because each location in the text can be located on the map
using the letter-number code. For example, Crandel Lake (E7) lies in the square
on the map in column E row 7.
This book may be used at many levels; those with some previous exposure
to the earth sciences should find it a point of d e p a r t u r e for their own exploration
of this wonderful outdoor laboratory; those with limited experience can begin to
appreciate the enormous forces of nature which helped to sculpture this beautiful
landscape, and can visit some of the features described in the text.

EVOLUTION OF A LANDSCAPE
THE QUATERNARY PERIOD IN WATERTON LAKES NATIONAL PARK

INTRODUCTION
Waterton Lakes National Park, located in the southwest corner of Alberta (Fig. 1), contains some of the
most spectacular and interesting scenery to be found
in western Canada. To the majority of visitors, the
park is primarily a place for outdoor recreation; to
some, it is also a textbook of geology. A record of
geologic history spanning 600 million y e a r s is present
within its 231 square miles of mountains, valleys, plains,
and lakes.
Although the rocks of the park were formed many
millions of y e a r s ago, today's landscape is the result
of more recent events. Erosion by r u n n i n g water and
flowing ice during the last two to three million y e a r s ,
a time called the Quaternary Period by geologists, has
shaped the landforms we see today. This Period is the
most recent chapter in the p a r k ' s long history. During
a part of this time glaciers covered much of Canada
and great r i v e r s of ice moved through the valleys of
the Rocky Mountains.
Regional Setting
Waterton Lakes National Park comprises two
physiographic regions — mountains and foothills
(Fig. 2). The p a r k ' s eastern portion is part of the
Rocky Mountain Foothills region. Although the soft
bedrock and overlying glacial deposits have combined
to subdue its topography, this region has the bedrock
structure and rock types characteristic of the Foothills.
Rock outcrops are r a r e , however, because the bedrock
generally is covered by glacial deposits. Within the
park this area is flat to gently rolling, p r a i r i e - l i k e
grassland, with broad expanses where relief is less
than 100 feet. In more typical foothills to the northeast
of the main park entrance, relief of up to 500 feet is
encountered.

The other physiographic region of the park, the
mountains, is part of the Lewis Range, one of the Front
Ranges of the Rocky Mountains. They are composed of
faulted and gently folded rocks deposited more than
600 million y e a r s ago in the Proterozoic Era of the
Precambrian time (Appendix A). Because of the high
resistance to erosion of the rocks, the mountains of
Waterton have greater relief and the valleys are steeper
than those in the Crowsnest region to the north, where
younger and softer rock types are found.
Glaciation has resulted in rugged mountain
topography, although the rounded upper slopes of peaks
such as Sofa Mountain were not subjected to strong
glacial erosion.
General Geology
Most of the rocks exposed in the park are of
sedimentary origin, having been formed by the
hardening of soft sediment that was deposited in a
series of ancient seas. For millions of y e a r s sediments
accumulated layer upon layer, deeply b u r y i n g the
early deposits. From Precambrian time to the early
Tertiary, sedimentation built up more than 20 000 feet
of rock. For convenience in referring to the r o c k s ,
geologists have divided them into units that are called
formations and groups.
A formation is a distinct, recognizable unit in the
overall sequence of layers, and several formations in
vertical sequence may form a group. Each formation
or group is given the name of the locality where it was
first examined and documented. Many formations have
been described in the Waterton region. These have
been assembled into simplified map-units and labelled
according to geologic age in the legend of Figure 2
(see also Appendix B). The Waterton Formation, for
example, is a unit of r e d , green, and grey layers that
is visible at Cameron Falls (F8) and elsewhere in the
vicinity of Waterton townsite. Along with the Waterton
Formation, the other Precambrian formations in the
Lewis Range make up the Purcell Group.
The time during which a formation or group was
deposited commonly is referred to as a Period. For
example, the Belly River Formation was deposited
d u r i n g the Cretaceous Period. This method of
referring to time is similar to the use of terms such
as "Middle Ages" or "Renaissance" when discussing
history. The periods of geological history and their
approximate time spans are listed in Appendix A.
The sedimentary rocks of Waterton Park were
deposited in flat-lying l a y e r s , but they since have been
folded, broken, and moved long distances d u r i n g an
episode of intense deformation, or orogeny, which
began about 100 million y e a r s ago and continued
sporadically for at least 50 million y e a r s . During that
episode, many small movements of the e a r t h ' s crust
formed the Rocky Mountains as we see them today.

Figure 1. Location of Waterton Lakes National Park.
Original manuscript submitted: January 3, 1974
Final version approved for publication: April 1, 1975
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AGE

ROCK TYPE

COMMENTS

TERTIARY

Conglomerate

Unit 7 is found west of the Flathead Fault
of the Front Ranges in British Columbia.
It is the youngest bedrock unit in the
region, and was deposited soon after the
rise of the Canadian Rocky Mountains.

UPPER CRETACEOUS
AND TERTIARY

Alternating soft sandstone
and shale units

Unit 6 is found in the Foothills along the
eastern margin of the park. The rocks
are flat lying or gently folded.

UPPER CRETACEOUS

Alternating hard and soft
sandstone and shale units

PENNSYLVANIAN-PERMIAN,
TRIASSIC,
JURASSIC, AND
LOWER CRETACEOUS

Moderately hard sandstone
and siltstone units; thick
shales

PALEOZOIC ROCKS
RANGING IN AGE FROM
MIDDLE CAMBRIAN TO
PERMIAN

Very hard limestones and
dolomites; moderately hard
shales

PRECAMBRIAN

Moderately hard argillites,
dolomites, and igneous
intrusives

PRECAMBRIAN

Moderately hard limestones
dolomites, argillites, and
lava flows

Units 4 and 5 are characteristic of the
Foothills. Unit 5 is generally softer than
Unit 4, and forms low ridges in the outer,
or eastern foothills. Unit 4 makes up the
higher, more rugged r i d g e s of the inner
or western foothills. The rocks are
intensely folded and faulted, generally
dipping steeply to the west. T h r u s t faults
have caused the succession to be repeated
several times within the Foothills belt.

Units 1, 2, and 3 make up the high mountains
of the Front Ranges of the Rocky Mountains.
They are thrust faulted over younger
rocks along major fracture lines such as
the Lewis T h r u s t . Unit 3 outcrops near
the summits of scattered peaks. Unit 2
is found primarily to the north and west
of the park. Unit 1 includes the oldest and
most common rocks in the p a r k . The
greater resistance of those rocks, over
those of the Foothills and Great Plains,
has caused the greater relief of the Front
Ranges.

Figure 2. Bedrock geology of the Waterton region, redrawn from Price (1965). Rock units are grouped by age on
facing page; see Appendix B for names and ages of individual formations.
Figure 3. Cross-section through the Waterton Lakes National Park region, illustrating the thrusting of the Proterozoic
rocks (1 and 2) over the younger rocks (4 and 5) along the Lewis Thrust. Rock units as on Figure 2.
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During that orogeny, intense forces caused large
slices of rocks to be thrust eastward relative to the
rest. This process, in which a wide area of the e a r t h ' s
sedimentary skin is torn from the underlying crust
and thrust over other sediments, is called thrust
faulting. In the Lewis Range, Precambrian rocks were
thrust up, and over, younger Cretaceous formations
along a major fracture zone called the Lewis Thrust.
This thrust, which can be traced for over 200 miles
from Marias Pass at the south end of Glacier Park in
Montana, northward almost to Bow River in Banff
Park in Alberta, is the dividing line between Foothills
and Front Ranges in the Waterton region. These relationships are illustrated in Figure 3, which is a vertical
cross-section through the rocks. During the thrusting,
the Precambrian rocks carried with them their overlying
rocks of Paleozoic and Mesozoic Age. These younger
rocks, however, have since been eroded away, leaving
only the Precambrian rocks that were originally near
the bottom of the thrust slice overlying the much
younger strata.
Postorogenic History
At the end of main deformation the mountains
probably were several thousand feet higher than at
present, but relief, that is, difference between
mountain peak and valley bottom, was not as great.
During and following the episode of mountain building,
streams carried debris eroded from mountain valleys
eastwards onto the plains. The culminating erosional
event was the development of the mountain ice caps
and the glaciers that deepened, straightened, and
widened the r i v e r - c u t valleys.

GLACIAL GEOMORPHOLOGY
In the science of geomorphology, which deals with
the evolution of the e a r t h ' s landscape, a frequently used
word is landform. A landform is any landscape feature
that can be recognized as distinct from others and that
can be studied in order to determine its origin. The
study of glaciers, the realm of the glaciologist, in
recent y e a r s has greatly advanced our understanding
of the origin of many glacial landforms. Figure 4
illustrates some fundamental concepts in glaciology.
A glacier is a dynamic system. There is a net gain
of ice in its upper reaches, or zone of accumulation,
where more snow falls than can be melted. This extra
snow, compacted to ice, flows towards the melting zone,
or zone of ablation. If the glacier is in equilibrium,
the gain is equal to the loss and so the snout of the
glacier remains stationary, even though ice is always
flowing towards the snout. Should gain exceed loss,
more material is transferred to the zone of ablation
and the snout of the glacier advances, increasing the
size of the ablation zone until once again the amount of
melting equals accumulation. Conversely, if accumulation
lessens, the zone of ablation is reduced by retreat of
the snout. In either case, equilibrium is restored and
the snout becomes stationary if the new conditions
persist.
Ice is brittle and solid under normal conditions.
However, it is capable of deforming without b r e a k i n g
under the p r e s s u r e s which exist inside a glacier; this
property results in glacial flow. Near the surface some
breakage in the form of fissures will be seen because
the ice there is not under enough p r e s s u r e to be plastic.
Such fissures are called c r e v a s s e s .

Figure 5. A hypothetical mountain range before glaciation.
rounded summits, and stream-cut valleys.

Figure 4. Longitudinal section through a valley glacier, illustrating the relationship between accumulation and
ablation of ice (after Sharp, 1960).
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The glacier picks up d e b r i s from the sides and
bottom of its valley and receives material which falls
on it from b o r d e r i n g mountains. Some of this material
is pried loose by the freezing and thawing in the rock,
whereas other debris is eroded from the valley floor and
sides by rocks already imbedded in the ice. This d e b r i s
eventually is deposited, commonly at the sides or snout
of the glacier. In addition, some is plastered on the
surface over which the ice is moving, while smaller
particles may be carried over or though the glacier and
beyond by meltwater. Thus, glaciers erode, transport,
and deposit materials. In mountain areas the work of
glacier ice is primarily one of erosion and transportation.
Figure 5 is a general view of what the mountains
might have looked like before glaciation. Water is the
predominant erosive agent, valleys are V-shaped, and
the streams form a network, or drainage system. Each
tributary meets the main stream at the same elevation
as the main stream; there are no lakes or waterfalls
because the streams, through many y e a r s of erosion
and deposition, have cut and filled irregularities in
their valley floors. The drainage system is well
adjusted to remove the water flowing off the land.

Note the convex slopes,

Figure 6 shows this same region during the height
of glaciation. Ice, accumulating in stream-cut gullies
on the mountainsides, has eroded large, bowl-shaped
depressions called cirques. Cirques, forming on all
sides of the mountain in the upper right corner of the
diagram, have grown larger and deeper and finally
merge as most of the mountain is eroded. The mountain
remnant, surrounded by c i r q u e s , is called a horn.
The sharp ridges formed by the walls of adjacent
c i r q u e s are called aretes. If the growing cirques do
not completely erode the mountain to its peak, the
summit is left as a remnant of the preglacial landscape,
as illustrated near the centre of the figure. Several
mountains in Waterton Park have preglacial summit
areas; examples are Sofa Mountain (19), Ruby
Ridge (D7), Anderson Peak (B5), and Mount
Blakiston (C6).
During glaciation, ice builds up in the c i r q u e s
until it forms slow-moving r i v e r s of ice flowing down
the earlier formed stream valleys. Ice flowing through
a valley widens, straightens, and deepens it. In
places, glacial ice from one valley will spill over a low
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deposit material. In the park, deposition took place
primarily in the Foothills belt just beyond the mountain
front.
While many different kinds of material are deposited
by a glacier, the most important is till. Till is the name
given to rock debris transported and deposited by the
glacial ice. Unlike water transport, which r o u n d s the
particles and sorts them according to size, glacial ice
deposits a chaotic mixture of sizes showing little
rounding and no stratification.
Basically till is deposited in two ways: under the
ice as a sheet called ground moraine and at the margin
of the ice as r i d g e s called moraines. Wooded ground
moraine covers the region east of the Lower Waterton
Lake, between Sofa Creek and the road to Chief Mountain
Montana (15, H6). Ground moraine commonly is moulded
by ice into drumlins. These are elongate, streamlined
hills aligned with the blunt, front end facing into the
direction from which the ice came. Drumlins found in
the park are poorly developed and difficult to distinguish
on the ground, but the streamlined nature of the till
can be recognized on photographs taken from the air.

Figure 8 is an air photograph showing a portion of the
park in which these and many other landforms are found.
Hummocky moraine is similar to ground moraine
in that it is deposited under the ice, but the surface is
v e r y i r r e g u l a r . Hummocky moraine is common in a r e a s
where glacial flow was v e r y slow or where the ice
stagnated and melted in place. Hummocky moraine is
found north and east of Kesler Lake (F2), in a region
known locally as "Oil Basin" from the presence of oil
and gas wells.
An unusual till deposit is found along the Blakiston
Valley road north of the golf course (G7). Low r i d g e s
20 to 30 feet high interconnect in random fashion.
Although composed of Cordilleran till, they are not
moraines, but crevasse fillings. Till filled the c r e v a s s e s
from the ice surface, and when the ice melted the till
was left as a series of r i d g e s — a facsimile of the local
crevasse pattern.
Several types of moraine, besides ground and
hummocky moraine, are deposited by glaciers. End
moraines and lateral moraines are formed at the end
and sides, respectively, of a glacier. In Figure 9, the

Figure 6. The same area as shown in Figure 5 during glaciation. Valleys are now occupied by moving ice. Cirques
on the peak at centre are sites of active glacial erosion, which reduces the summit portion of the mountain.
To the left, ice is flowing over a low divide (col) to join the valley glacier.
spot in a r i d g e , called a col, into an adjacent valley,
as depicted on the left side of Figure 6. The col above
Crandell Lake (E7) was formed in this manner.
Figure 7 illustrates some of the landforms that
remain when glaciation ends and the ice melts. The
U-shaped glacial trough is typical of glaciated mountain
terrain. Where major ice streams join, or the rock is
soft, or the ice must thicken to surmount a b a r r i e r ,
the trough may become overdeepened, forming a basin.
Upper Waterton Lake (G8, 9, 10) occupies an o v e r deepened segment of a large glacial trough.
As ice flows down a valley it steepens the base of
the valley walls. The ends of ridges are especially
vulnerable to this form of erosion, and commonly are
worn back into flat, triangular surfaces called truncated
s p u r s , which are common in Waterton Park.
Small tributary valleys generally are not eroded
as deeply as the main valley, which they join part way
up the wall as hanging troughs. The lip of a hanging
trough commonly forms a cliff. Streams re-established
in such valleys fall over the lip as waterfalls until they
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have had time to downcut to a level concordant with the
main valley. Cameron Creek (F8) forms a waterfall
of this kind as it plunges from a hanging trough into
Waterton Valley. At p r e s e n t it is cutting a narrow
gorge in the valley floor above the falls as it readjusts
to concordant drainage.
From Waterton townsite (F8), many c i r q u e s are
seen in the mountains, but the small lakes occupying
some of them are not visible from below. These
mountain lakes are formed in either of two ways.
Generally, a cirque is deepest at the back where ice
erosion is more intense. When the ice melts, water
fills the depression forming a rock-bound lake called
a tarn; Crypt Lake (H10) is a typical tarn. Other
cirque lakes are moraine dammed, that is, blocked by
glacial deposits; Alderson Lake (E9) is such a lake.
In addition to features caused by erosion, such as
are illustrated in Figure 7, others are formed by
deposition. A glacier confined in a narrow mountain
valley has high erosive potential, but as it leaves the
range it loses much of its erosive power and begins to

Figure 7. The same area as shown in Figures 5 and 6 after glaciation. The uneroded summit of the central peak
remains as a convex upland s u r r o u n d e d by cirques, troughs, and aretes. A tarn lake lies at the base of
the rock step (riegel) below the col at left; another tarn is found in a cirque at right.
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Figure 9. Lower Waterton Valley d u r i n g glaciation. Ice has blocked the valley of Galwey Creek.

Figure 8. This air photograph shows many spectacular depositional landforms. Lower Waterton Lake occupies an
ice-block depression and is flanked by subdued and partly buried drumlins. The outwash plain west of
the drumlins has continuous and discontinuous eskers and associated kettles and kettle lakes. Several
large kames are developed at the north end of the area. In the lower left corner drainage channels are
well developed.
8

snout of the glacier lay just north of the valley of Galwey
Creek (G4). From the sketch, it is evident that an
end moraine should mark the line of farthest advance
or where the snout paused during retreat. However,
where an end moraine crosses a valley, forming a
broadly arcuate ridge of unconsolidated material, it is
very susceptible to erosion by glacial meltwater.
Consequently, few end moraines across valley floors
are p r e s e r v e d , and the one in Waterton Valley was one
of those destroyed. In Waterton Park, such moraines
are only found in the upper reaches of a few valleys,
where erosion by glacial meltwater was weak. They
mark the extent of limited ice readvances during the
general retreat, and are responsible for morainedammed lakes such as Cameron Lake (CIO) and
Alderson Lake (E9).
In Waterton Lakes National Park, lateral moraines
most commonly occur only where a valley broadens or
where a tributary valley was blocked by the trunk
glacier (Fig. 10). Till was deposited in and along
irregularities as the glacier straightened the preglacial
valley. Accordingly, by erosion at some places and
deposition at others, the glacier created a uniform trough.

A third type of moraine forms where two valley
glaciers merge without mixing and are maintained as
separate entities downvalley. At their contact the
d e b r i s transported along the adjoining lateral margins
of the two ice streams combines to form a medial
moraine. Medial moraines are prominent features of
active glaciers, but commonly they are buried or
destroyed after glaciation has ended.
As outlined earlier, a glacier is constantly melting
d u r i n g the summer, producing large volumes of meltwater. This water picks up glacial debris and d u r i n g
transport rounds and sorts it. Water may flow on, in,
u n d e r , or alongside the ice mass, producing distinctive
features called glaciofluvial landforms, a term that
indicates a close relationship between glacial ice and
r u n n i n g water. Such sedimentary features commonly
are destroyed when the ice melts, but some glaciofluvial deposits do survive the melting period.
If material is carried beyond the glacier, it is
termed outwash. Outwash deposited beyond the glacial
snout as a broad, flat surface is called an outwash
plain. Outwash from the large glacier which occupied
Waterton Valley (Fig. 8) underlies extensive meadows
north and west of Lower Waterton Lake (G5, 6).
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Water r u s h i n g through tunnels cut by meltwater
at the base of a melting ice mass deposits coarser
materials such as gravel and sand but c a r r i e s through
finer sediments such as silt and clay (Fig. 11). When
the ice melts, the sand and gravel are left standing as
a sinuous r i d g e with an uneven ridgeline called an
esker. Eskers may divide and rejoin in an intertwining
pattern, or an area may have several parallel esker
systems. Figure 12 is an oblique aerial view of one
of the e s k e r s shown in Figure 8. The black dots to the
left of the fence line are buffalo.
A kame is a small hill of sorted material that was
deposited by r u n n i n g water in a glacier or at its edge.
Such deposits form i r r e g u l a r mounds after the ice
melts; a few of the low hills northeast of Buffalo
Paddock (G5), including the one on which the lookout
is situated, are kames.
Glaciofluvial material deposited alongside the ice
by meltwater flowing between the ice and the valley
wall is often p r e s e r v e d after the ice is gone (Fig. 13).
Typically it forms a flat-topped sand and gravel
deposit, called a kame terrace. Portions of the hill

on which the Prince of Wales Hotel sits (G8), the area
of the golf course (G7), and the flat-topped hill south
of Lonesome Lake (G7), are kame t e r r a c e s .
Kettles are holes created when a stranded block of
ice becomes isolated from the r e s t of the glacier and is
covered by outwash. As shown in Figure 13, a d e p r e s sion is left when it melts. Numerous kettles are found
near Buffalo Paddock (G5) (Fig. 8). Kettles commonly
are partly filled with water to form kettle ponds;
Lonesome Lake (G7) and Linnet Lake (F8) are examples.
Large kettles are termed ice-block depressions. Both
Middle and Lower Waterton Lake occupy a single iceblock depression of more than five square miles.
In addition to glaciers that flowed down the valleys
of the Rocky Mountains, glaciers advanced towards the
mountains from the northeast (see following section on
Glaciation). They blocked the easterly flowing r i v e r s
and impounded water, forming proglacial lakes. The
former presence of a proglacial lake in Waterton Park
is shown by deposits of stratified sand, silt, and clay.
Varves commonly are formed by a rhythmic sedimentation in glacial lakes. During the summer months

Figure 10. Deposits left in the Lower Waterton Valley by the glacier shown in Figure 9. A lateral moraine has been
built across the nonglaciated Galwey Valley, and another lateral moraine fills in irregularities on the
hill at right.
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Figure 11. Formation of e s k e r s and kames. (A) three sites of glaciofluvial activity: on top of the glacier (meltwater
channel c a r r y i n g outwash over ice), under the glacier (meltwater tunnel nearly filled with outwash),
and at the margin of the glacier (delta built into an ice-dammed lake); (B) resulting landforms.
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Figure 12.
Oblique air photograph showing a large esker
and several small ones. The straight line is
the fence at the edge of the Buffalo Paddock
while the dark dots are buffalo. The location
of the photograph is shown on Figure 8.
(GSC 202320-M)

there is a strong influx of meltwater, c a r r y i n g much
debris into these lakes. As silt settles more rapidly
than fine clay, the sediment deposited d u r i n g the
summer is mostly silt. During the winter less meltwater
comes from the glacier, the supply of silt decreases,
and the clay suspended in the lake settles. The resulting
silt-clay couplet r e p r e s e n t s one y e a r ' s deposition, and
a count of the couplets in a deposit indicates the length
of time that the lake existed. Varves give a finely
layered appearance to an exposure. Varved sediment,
overlain by till of Sofa Creek moraine (H8), can be
seen in Figure 14. Two hundred and sixty v a r v e
couplets were counted here, indicating that the lake
existed for at least 260 y e a r s .

GLACIATION
Evidence from many p a r t s of the world indicates
that the worldwide climate began to cool between two
million and three million y e a r s ago. This event marks
the end of the Pliocene Epoch and the beginning of the
Pleistocene Epoch (Appendix A). During the Pleistocene
Epoch the climate did not remain consistently cold or
warm, but fluctuated between extremes. Some of the
warm periods were warmer than today, while some of
the cold periods were marked by the growth of extensive
glaciers that, at times, covered as much as 97 per cent
of Canada.
In North America evidence exists for four major
advances of glaciers d u r i n g the Pleistocene Epoch.
These advances have been named, as have the warm
interglacial intervals between them; Table 1 outlines
the glacial and interglacial intervals. It should be noted
that dating prior to the Wisconsin glacial advance is
difficult. The age scale shown may be revised as dating
methods improve.
The ice which covered Canada during cold periods
flowed outward from two main areas of accumulation
(Fig. 15). The largest of these was near Hudson Bay
and is referred to as the Laurentide Ice Sheet.
Laurentide ice, eight thousand to ten thousand feet
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thick at its centre, covered Canada from Newfoundland
in the east to the Rocky Mountains in the west. The other
centre was in the mountains of western Alberta and
British Columbia, where extensive glaciers developed
in high a r e a s . These glaciers grew and eventually
coalesced into an ice mass called the Cordilleran
Glacier Complex, through which only the higher
mountain peaks protruded. The Cordilleran ice mass
east of the continental divide, which forms the British
Columbia-Alberta boundary, found outlet by flowing
east, down the mountain valleys.
Throughout most of Canada the last glaciation
destroyed the evidence of previous advances. Only
in a few places do r e c o r d s of older glaciations exist;
southern Alberta is one of these. The Laurentide ice
centre was in the Canadian Shield, an area of
ancient rock which underlies much of north-central
Canada. Meanwhile, a portion of the Cordilleran
Glacier Complex which flowed east, crossed the Front
Ranges of Waterton Park on its way towards the
p r a i r i e s . Thus, Laurentide deposits contain rock
fragments derived from the Canadian Shield, whereas
Cordilleran deposits can be identified by the p r e s e n c e
of rocks typical of the Rocky Mountains. There are
two rock types that are commonly used in differentiating
the various tills in the Waterton area. Pebbles of
granite gneiss are diagnostic of Laurentide deposits,
whereas Purcell basalt pebbles, from a Precambrian
lava flow 200 feet thick, are characteristic of
Cordilleran ice originating in the Waterton region.
Granite gneiss pebbles may be recognized by their
pink, white, and black banded appearance, whereas
Purcell basalt is seen in sediments as black stones
in which white calcite and yellow chalcopyrite fill holes
left by gas bubbles.
Other criteria may be used to differentiate the two
kinds of till. In general, Laurentide till is finer than
Cordilleran till whereas Cordilleran till contains more
limestone, including distinctive algal limestone and
red shale.
Using many different techniques, geologists have
established the sequence of glacial advances and

Figure 13. Formation of kame t e r r a c e s , kettles, and ice-block depressions. (A) Stream flowing beside a glacier.
Blocks of ice derived from the glacier are incorporated into the terrace. (B) With the disappearance of
the ice, the kame terrace remains as an outwash deposit along the valleyside. Its surface is pitted with
kettles and cut by a stream. The lake at right occupies the ice depression created by melting of the
glacier.
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In the mountains, younger ice advances have been
documented in Montana (Richmond, 1960, 1965) and
along Castle River in Alberta (Stalker, 1969b). Similar
unnamed Cordilleran glacial deposits found in the
Waterton Park area, probably were formed d u r i n g this
same late Wisconsin glacial advance. In the mountains
these late Wisconsin glacial events commonly are
referred to as part of the "Pinedale", which is one of
the subdivisions of the Rocky Mountains glacial
sequence. Though this sequence is applied primarily
to the United States portion of the Rocky Mountains and
is not used in this paper, it is outlined in Appendix C.
In summary, two till sheets are found within
Waterton Park. The older is probably the Labuma Till
of Kansan age; the younger, Ernst Till and its associated
deposits are of late Wisconsin age. None of the other
ice sheets reached this area or else evidence of them
was destroyed by later glacial advances.

TABLE 1
PLEISTOCENE GLACIATIONS IN NORTH AMERICA
Glacial

Interglacial

Age (thousands of years)

Recent

7 - present

Late Wisconsin

22 - 7

Mid

Wisconsin

54 - 22

Early Wisconsin

128 - 54
Sangamon

375 - 235

lllinoian
Yarmouthian

? - 375
?

Kansan
Aftonian
Nebraskan

235 - 128

?
?

retreats in many p a r t s of Canada. Other techniques,
which are beyond the scope of this report, have
provided a means of ascertaining probable ages and
durations of the various events. Dr. A. MacS. Stalker
of the Geological Survey of Canada has compiled a
large amount of information on the glacial history of
southern Alberta (Stalker, 1958a, b, c, 1962, 1963a, b,
1969a, b , 1970). His work has been expanded by
Alley (1972) and a synthesis of these r e s u l t s is given
in Figure 16. From the diagram, it is apparent that
the advances and retreats of the two ice caps were
not in phase. In each case, Cordilleran ice flowed
onto the plains and retreated before Laurentide ice
arrived. This out-of-phase relationship p e r h a p s is
due to the difference in size of the two ice masses;
the smaller mountain ice cap might have responded
to climatic change more quickly, while the larger
Laurentide sheet reached its position of farthest
advance some time after the period of maximum cold.
One of the first geologists to report on the
glacial deposits of southern Alberta was G. M. Dawson
who in 1895 discovered the lowest (and therefore the
oldest) till sheet known in Alberta. He named it
"Albertan Till". Albertan Till was deposited by
Cordilleran glaciers that advanced down the major
r i v e r valleys out onto the foothills. Till of one such
glacier is found over 50 miles east of the mountain front.
These deposits r e p r e s e n t the farthest advance eastward
onto the p r a i r i e s of any Cordilleran ice in this part of
southern Alberta (Stalker, 1962). This till is not
exposed in the park area, either due to burial by later
deposits or to erosion by later ice.
Later silts found above the Albertan Till (Alley, 1972)
were deposited in proglacial lakes dammed by Laurentide
ice. Above the lake silts is a Laurentide till sheet, the
"Labuma Till" (Stalker, 1958b). Since the Labuma Till
overlies the Albertan Till, it would seem that Cordilleran
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GLACIATION IN WATERTON PARK
Figure 15. Maximum extent of Pleistocene glaciation in
North America.

Figure 14. Varved lake sediments under
till along Sofa Creek, showing
alternating layers of clay and
silt. The clay layers are
more resistant than the silt
layers, which have weathered
back. (GSC 202320-K).
ice had retreated before Laurentide ice reached southern
Alberta. The eastern ice advanced into the foothills,
depositing Labuma Till to a maximum elevation of
between 5000 to 5500 feet. This till extends farther
west in this portion of southern Alberta than any other
eastern till sheet.
Above the Labuma Till and separated from it by
lake silts is the "Maycroft Till" (Alley and H a r r i s , 1974)
of Cordilleran origin. The ice that deposited this till
did not advance out of the mountains as far as that
responsible for the Albertan Till. Maycroft Till is
exposed along the Castle, Oldman, and Crowsnest r i v e r s ,
but is not found in Waterton Park.
Above the Maycroft Till, and separated from it by
another zone of lake silts, is the "Maunsell Till" of
Laurentide origin (Stalker, 1958b). It is found in the
foothills to heights of around 4500 feet, but does not
extend as far west as the Labuma Till.
A third glacial event is documented by deposits in
the r i v e r valleys west of Pincher Creek, about 30 miles
north of Waterton, where deposits of outwash sand and
gravel show an advance of Cordilleran ice. At the
same time, on the p r a i r i e s to the east, a Laurentide
glacier was depositing a till called the "Buffalo Lake
Till". These two advances — one from the Cordilleran

centre and one from the Laurentide centre — never met
in southern Alberta. However, r i v e r t e r r a c e s that
formed in the foothills at this time indicate the relationship between the two ice sheets. The t e r r a c e s can be
traced eastwards onto the p r a i r i e s , where they end as
deltas built into lakes dammed by Laurentide ice. Silts
deposited in one of these proglacial lakes were brought
by meltwater from the ice that deposited the Buffalo Lake
Till (Alley, 1972). Buffalo Lake Till is not found as far
west as is the Maunsell Till, therefore this ice sheet
never reached the Waterton area. In fact, absence of
all Laurentide tills except the Labuma sheet shows that
Waterton Park experienced only one eastern glaciation.
While these events, each consisting of one
Cordilleran and one Laurentide advance, are recorded
east and north of the Waterton Park area, it is difficult
to correlate these with the Pleistocene chronology
set out in Table 1. The difficulty lies in the fact that
few reliable age determinations have been made in
southern Alberta.
Stratigraphic evidence from Saskatchewan
(Christiansen, 1965, 1968, 1971) and studies of pollen
in lake silts underlying the Buffalo Lake Till, however,
suggest that the material below the Buffalo Lake Till
is Sangamon in age (Alley, 1972). If so, the Buffalo
Lake Till is of early Wisconsin age.
Identifying bones of animals that lived on the
p r a i r i e s d u r i n g nonglacial episodes provides another
means of dating the glacial sequence. Mammal bones
recovered from several sites have been used tentatively
to assign event 1 (the Albertan-Labuma advance) to the
Kansan, and event 2 (the Maycroft-Maunsell advance)
to the lllinoian (Stalker, 1962, 1970).
The Ernst deposits and Buffalo Lake Till are the
last glacial deposits which can be linked together in
time. It is possible that Laurentide ice never again
advanced westwards beyond Lethbridge after the
deposition of Buffalo Lake Till.

The map in the back pocket will aid in the discussion
of the glacial history. It shows the pattern of glacial
erosion and describes surficial deposits.
Little evidence of landscape features that were
formed prior to the last glaciation is found. Careful
examination of high mountain peaks indicates that
several summits, shown by the vertical line pattern,
have a rounded, convex shape, unlike the lower concave slopes that were subjected to strong erosion.
Mount Blakiston (C6), Anderson Peak (B5), Sofa
Mountain (19), Mount Crandell (F7), and several minor
peaks have such convex summit areas. More extensive
areas of nonglaciated t e r r a i n are found west of the
continental divide and south of Avion Ridge (B3) in
the northwest part of the p a r k .
Examination of the air photographs, upon which
much of the erosional information on the map is based,
reveals evidence of an old glaciation, such as c i r q u e s
and valleys that were not occupied by later glacier ice.
Due to longer exposure to weathering, the areas with
these old features have smoother, less rugged slopes
than areas of younger glaciation, and have a large
accumulation of talus or weathered rock fragments
lying at the base of steep slopes. Streams have cut
into the bottom of the c i r q u e s . Most of the c i r q u e s on
Ruby Ridge (D7) are of the older type; good examples
are also found on Mount Crandell (F7) and Sofa
Mountain (19).
In some cases, a younger cirque has formed in a
portion of an older one but has not destroyed all of the
older basin. This situation is best illustrated near
Newman Peak (B3) where the younger cirque south of
Goat Lake occupies only the lower portion of an older
bowl.
One of the most interesting old features is the trough
above Cameron Lake occupied by Summit Lake (D10).
This trough is apparently a continuation of Akamina
Valley (B9) to the northwest and indicates that Akamina
Valley once extended east to Summit Lake. Deep glacial
erosion has created a new valley at right angles to this
old drainage route, beheading Akamina Valley and
shifting the continental divide westward.
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A large part of Lakeview Ridge (F4) shows no
evidence of glaciation, except for a pattern of r i d g e s
that is similar to the configuration of glacial aretes
found elsewhere in the park. This area, occupied by
the upper reaches of Galwey Creek, may have been
glaciated at an early stage but the present surface configuration and deposits are the result of nonglacial
processes. Perhaps the Lakeview Ridge area was too
low to support glaciers d u r i n g the last Wisconsin
advance.
The following section discusses the extent, flow
pattern, and general thickness of the last major ice
sheet to occupy the area. It commences with events
in the northwest corner of the park, proceeds southward to Cameron Lake (CIO), and then east to the
Waterton Lakes. It is best followed with aid of the map
in the back pocket.
Cameron and Blakiston Valley Glaciers
The glacier in the main part of Blakiston Valley
was formed principally of ice from the upper reaches
of that valley and ice from Bauerman Valley. The ice
in the upper reaches of Blakiston Valley came from the
divide south of Festubert Mountain and was augmented
by glaciers in the valley of Lone Creek and in the c i r q u e s
on Mounts Bauerman (A5), and Hawkins (B7, C7).
The glacier in Bauerman Creek valley received its
ice supply chiefly from c i r q u e s in the basins now
occupied by Lost Lake (A4) and Twin Lakes (A4), from
a glacier in Lone Creek valley that headed at Kishinena
Peak (A5), and from a tributary that flowed north along
Festubert Mountain parallel to the continental divide.
An interesting drainage feature developed just north
of Festubert Mountain d u r i n g these events — the double
drainage of a lake. This lake lies at the upper end of
the south branch of Lone Creek valley, but is prevented
from draining north into that valley by a series of
moraine r i d g e s . However, water does seep through the
sand and gravel of these moraines giving rise to the
numerous s p r i n g s which form the headwaters of the
south b r a n c h of Lone Creek. The surface drainage of
the lake is over a 400-foot rock lip to the east and down
Blakiston Creek.
The glacier in Cameron Creek originated at the
south end of Cameron Lake (CIO) in the United States.
It flowed north, incorporating ice from the c i r q u e s on the
west side of Mount Carthew (D9), and major tributaries
originated in the cirques now occupied by Lineham (C7),
Upper Rowe (C8), and Lower Rowe lakes (C8).
South of Crandell Lake (E7), Cameron Valley
narrows and t u r n s 90 d e g r e e s ; this obstacle caused
the glacier to slow and thicken. The surface of the
ice was high enough to enable flow to occur across the
low col between Cameron and Blakiston valleys, where
it lowered the headwall of what was probably a small
cirque basin. It then contributed to Blakiston glacier.
The remaining ice of Cameron glacier negotiated the
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bend in the valley and flowed southeast towards the
present location of Waterton town site. Erosion in and
on the sides of the col above Crandell Lake shows that
the ice crossing it was at least 700 feet thick, while
ice thickness in Cameron Valley at this point was more
than 1000 feet.
Just before reaching Waterton Valley, Cameron
glacier was augmented by ice flowing down Carthew
Valley from the c i r q u e s of Buchanan Peak (E8), Mount
Carthew, (D9), Mount Alderson (E9) and Bertha Peak
(F9). Many of these c i r q u e s now are occupied by
mountain lakes, such as the Carthew Lakes (D9) in
typical rock basins (Fig. 17), with the u p p e r one
lying in a cirque, and the lower ones being dammed
by rock steps. Ice flowing out of these b a s i n s was
augmented from a cirque to the north as the ice flowed
over another rock step into the Alderson Lake (E9)
basin. Alderson Lake is a moraine-dammed lake, not
a tarn.
Waterton Valley Glacier
The valley occupied by Upper Waterton Lake has
a drainage area approximately twice as large as that of
Blakiston Valley. The result was a much larger ice
body, here called Waterton glacier, which therefore
was capable of much stronger erosion. The deep basin
occupied by Upper Waterton Lake demonstrates this
erosive effect. The ice in this basin was about 2000 feet
thick, based on the height of erosion on Vimy Peak
(H9) and Mount Crandell (F7) and on moraine deposition beyond the mountain front.
The glacier in Cameron Valley joined the one in
Waterton Valley at the townsite. The latter was much
larger, and thus the two valleys are vastly different in
size; the difference in elevation of their valley bottoms
is about 700 feet. Cameron Falls is the result of this
difference in elevation, though erosion of Cameron
Valley and construction of the Waterton delta (F8)
has reduced the height of the falls.
The ice flowing north in Waterton Valley was
forced east at Mount Crandell (F7). This turn,
combined with resistant rock layers occurring
across the direction of flow, caused Waterton glacier
to thicken above this point and overdeepen the
valley south of the b a r r i e r .
These resistant rocks largely survived the
glaciers; remnants of the rock are the B e a r ' s Hump
(F8) — a projection of Mount Crandell above the
townsite — and the rock r i d g e that forms the southeast
shore between Upper and Middle Waterton Lake at the
n a r r o w s , called the Bosporus (G8).
Below the resistant rock b a r r i e r , Blakiston glacier
joined the ice as it flowed northeast through the basin
occupied by Middle Waterton and Lower Waterton Lakes.
The narrow till r i d g e on the northern boundary of the
golf course (G7) is a remnant of the medial moraine
formed between these two northeast-flowing ice streams.

Figure 16. Glacial stratigraphy of southern Alberta (Alley and Harris, 1974).

Figure 17
Carthew Lakes, showing bedrock
riegels between the lakes.
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Figure 18. Looking south along the lateral moraine built
across Galwey Valley, showing its gentle
lower flanks at left and the sharp, r i d g e like, upper portion in the centre. Galwey
Creek has cut a postglacial channel in
foreground. Bellevue Hill is on the right.
(GSC 202320-J)
Cordilleran Deposits
Cordilleran ice left numerous depositional features
in the region north and east of where Blakiston glacier
joined Waterton glacier. The ice of these two glaciers
flowed eastwards as far as the boundary shown on the
map; the two lobes at this boundary suggest that each
glacier maintained its separate identity.
At the height of glaciation, Waterton ice pushed
eastwards into the area south of Birdseye Butte (J6),
and a lateral moraine on the south side of that butte has
impounded five small lakes halfway up the hillside.
A slight lowering of the ice resulted in the stagnation
of ice blocks and the formation of hummocky moraine
in the area bounded by Birdseye Butte (J6), Lookout
Butte (J8), and Sofa Mountain (19). South of Birdseye
Butte (J7), a large depression containing two subsidiary
basins was left when two adjoining ice blocks melted.
The shallower upper basin is occupied by the manmade lake held up by a dam, constructed where
Crooked Creek was already partly blocked by material
washed between the blocks of ice. The other basin is
just below the dam.
The preglacial course of Crooked Creek was
directly northeast into Belly River. However, deposition of a thick moraine of Laurentide till between
Lookout Butte (J8) and Birdseye Butte (J6) forced the
stream to take a new route, over a low spot in the
divide west of Birdseye Butte, into the Waterton River
drainage system. The stream cut down through the
till blanket and encountered the u n d e r l y i n g rock just
west of Birdseye Butte. The resistant rock has not
allowed this stream to downcut sufficiently in o r d e r to
drain the area well. T h u s , Upper Crooked Creek basin
has numerous swamps and beaver ponds.
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Cordilleran ice left the large lateral moraine in the
Upper Crooked Creek basin, on which the fire lookout
near the highway to Chief Mountain, Montana has been
built (17, 8). Easily followed for the four miles
between Sofa Mountain and the north edge of Birdseye
Butte, "Fire Lookout" moraine is composed primarily
of till although the hummocky south side has patches of
sand and gravel. The moraine crest is at an elevation
of 5400 feet, indicating an ice thickness of more than
1200 feet in the adjoining part of Waterton Valley.
Another lateral moraine is found on the east side
of Waterton Valley. This moraine (H8), closer to Lower
Waterton Lake, is lower and probably younger than
Fire Lookout moraine. Nicknamed the Sofa Creek
moraine, it is about 2. 5 miles long and extends from a
shoulder of Sofa Mountain as a relatively broad r i d g e ,
steeper on the north side than on the south. Sofa
Creek, originally trapped between the north valley
wall and the moraine, has excavated a deep gully
parallel to the moraine for two-thirds of the moraine's
length and just north of its crest. The stream then
t u r n s north across the main r i d g e . West of the point
where the creek crosses the r i d g e , the moraine is
steep with a sharp, well defined crest, whereas the
east end is more hummocky and has gentler slopes.
The hummocky terrain between Sofa Creek and Fire
Lookout moraines is marked b y small lakes and
swamps (18). Exposures along Sofa Creek (H8) reveal
v a r v e d silt and clay u n d e r l y i n g 160 to 200 feet of
glacial till, and thus the glacier must have advanced
over sediments of a small lake trapped between the
ice and valley wall. The lacustrine deposits are too
restricted to be shown on the map.
It is assumed that when the margin of Waterton
glacier was near the position of Fire Lookout moraine,
the snout of the glacier was near the demarcation line
between eastern and western ice. It eventually pushed
northeast as far as Pine Ridge (HI), where Laurentide
erratics lie on the surface. On the west side of the
valley, Blakiston glacier, which was deflected north
by Waterton glacier, filled the west half of the valley
and pressed against Bellevue Hill (F5) and Indian
Springs Ridge (H3), which are separated by Galwey
Creek valley (G4). Ice moving north scoured the base
of Bellevue Hill but deposited a large lateral moraine
(G4) between its north end and the lower slopes of
Lakeview Ridge (F3) and completely blocked Galwey
Valley (see section on Glacial Geomorphology and
Fig. 10). The drainage basin of Galwey Creek shows
no sign of glaciation at that time.
South of Galwey Creek, the upper portion of the
moraine is sharper in cross-section than the more
massive lower parts (Fig. 18). This upper portion
consists of three r i d g e s which are older than the rest
of the moraine, but how much older is uncertain.
Since glaciation, Galwey Creek has cut through the
moraine to expose sections of till more than 200 feet
thick, and the glacial material there is probably more
than 500 feet thick. Farther north, a long lateral
moraine was built against the eastern slope of Indian
Springs Ridge. This moraine is not as thick as the one
at Galwey Creek and has little topographic expression,

Figure 19. Schematic section across Waterton Valley from Galwey Creek to the fire lookout. Two Cordilleran ice
advances built lateral moraines on both sides of the valley; heights of the overlapping moraines indicate
that the older advance was the stronger. Deposits numbered as on the map. Vertical exaggeration is about
four times.
but a length of five miles demonstrates that it is an
important feature. It is essentially continuous with the
moraine blocking Galwey Creek valley.
Thus, Lower Waterton Valley is flanked by lateral
moraines. The presence of a higher and a lower
moraine on each side suggests that mountain ice
advanced down the valley twice. Fire Lookout moraine
and Cordilleran till in Crooked Creek basin can be
correlated across the valley; the higher portion
of the moraine at Indian Springs Ridge r e c o r d s an
early advance, while Sofa Creek moraine and the
upper portion of the moraine at Indian Springs Ridge
record a later ice position (Fig. 19).
The age of these moraines is uncertain. Horberg
(1954) suggested that the moraine at Fire Lookout and
the top portion of the one at Indian Springs Ridge
were of early Wisconsin age. On the other hand,
Stalker (1958c) mapped Fire Lookout moraine as
Wisconsin and interpreted the crest of the Indian
Springs Ridge moraine as either Kansan or Illinoian.
The deposition of these features may have occurred
over a few h u n d r e d or a thousand y e a r s , d u r i n g halts
in retreat. On the other hand, the events may have
been separated by tens of thousands of y e a r s , as in the
case of early and late Wisconsin advances. Yet another
possibility is that an interglacial period of one hundred
thousand y e a r s or more may be involved, if one advance
feature is of Kansan or Illinoian age and the other
Wisconsin.
While the glacier was depositing these lateral
moraines, it also was moulding the valley floor. In
a number of places it moulded the ground moraine
deposits beneath the ice into drumlins, as shown in the
map and in Figure 8. Such drumlins are best developed
between Indian Springs Ridge (H3) and Waterton River,
although examples protrude through the outwash southwest of the park gate.
East of Lower Waterton Lake the till sheet is thin
and rock outcrops are numerous. In a few places the
bedrock has been eroded into low, drumlin-like shapes.
The area there above 4500 feet but below Fire Lookout
moraine is covered by a layer of sand and soil derived
from the u n d e r l y i n g rock.

In Belly River valley the p r e s e n c e of Laurentide
e r r a t i c s as far south as the junction of the North Belly
River (K9) implies that the last Cordilleran ice did not
extend north of this point. West of the Customs and
Immigration Station the valleyside is marked by a series
of low till ridges parallel to the valley (L10). These
r i d g e s , separated by poorly drained areas, may be
poorly developed lateral moraines. The rest of the
area from the line separating Laurentide and Cordilleran
deposits to the b o r d e r is covered by ground moraine.
On the east valley side the till has slumped in a s e r i e s
of blocks, giving a stepped appearance.
The deposits in the northernmost part of the p a r k ,
west of Oil Basin, are not related to either Waterton
or Blakiston valley glaciers. A glacier flowed down
Yarrow Creek valley into the foothills, a short distance
beyond the mountain front, and left lateral moraines
along the north side of Cloudy Ridge that give it a
step-like appearance ( E l ) . A smaller valley glacier
south of Cloudy Ridge left a prominent lateral moraine
against the south side (F2). The corresponding moraine
on the other side of the latter valley dammed Kesler
Lake (F2). The age of these lateral moraines is
unknown, but the fresh appearance of the glacial
erosion features in Yarrow Creek valley suggests that
they are of late Wisconsin age.
Laurentide Deposits
As outlined in the section on Glaciation, Pleistocene
deposits provide evidence of two glacial events in
Waterton Park: a Laurentide advance that is probably
Kansan in age, and a younger Wisconsin Cordilleran
advance. The western limit of the Laurentide advance
cannot be found because subsequent Cordilleran
advances have overrun its end moraines. The line on
the map merely denotes the limit of evidence of
eastern ice, such as eastern e r r a t i c s .
Only the Laurentide glacial deposits within the
park have been mapped. They consist primarily of
ground moraine and hummocky moraine composed of
till, with small amounts of sand and silt. A sand and
gravel deposit is found east of Lookout Butte (J8).
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Figure 20
The kame terrace-moraine west of the
Bosporus, Upper Waterton Lake in
background, and townsite at right
centre. Prince of Wales Hotel sits on
stream-cut surface underlain by both
till and outwash. Linnet Lake, lower
right, occupies a kettle. (GSC 202320-1)

been differentiated from ground moraine, as shown on
the map. No subsequent glacial ice has occupied Oil
Basin except for two small mountain glaciers which
terminated near the mountain front. They are discussed
u n d e r Cordilleran deposits.
A complex distribution of till is encountered in the
Cloudy Ridge-Yarrow Creek area. Rock types diagnostic
of eastern ice are found on top of the lower ridge that
extends north from Cloudy Ridge, whereas well
developed Cordilleran lateral moraines are present
on the flanks of the ridge. The exact relationship of
Laurentide and Cordilleran tills in this area is not known.
Deglaciation

Figure 21
Looking west from Middle Waterton Lake
towards Mount Crandell, north of the
townsite. The alluvial cone in the
centre i n t e r r u p t s the kame t e r r a c e ,
remnants of which are seen to the right
and left. (GSC 202320-L)

The r a n g e of composition of Laurentide till is well
shown along Chief Mountain Highway south of Lookout
Butte (K8). The till exposed d u r i n g excavation for
the highway is fine grained, with few stones. Its finen e s s and a high water table cause it to slump readily.
Above the fine till, a more bouldery till grades southwards into gravel, which has been extensively
quarried for road fill. Rock types diagnostic of
Laurentide ice compose 3 to 15 p e r cent of the pebbles
between one and two inches in longest dimension. This
material was brought from the northeast by ice that was
thick enough to deposit till to a height of 4900 feet on
Pine Ridge. Laurentide ice also pushed up Belly River
valley to just beyond its junction with North Belly
River (K9), and Laurentide till is well exposed along
the west side of the valley. On the east side the till is
more difficult to classify for eastern erratics are r a r e ,
but it does contain more clay than typical western tills.
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A tongue of Laurentide ice may have advanced up
Waterton Valley at this time, but if so, subsequent
mountain glaciers have removed evidence of it. In that
area the boundary between eastern and western ice is
conspicuously lobate, indicating that Waterton ice
flowed out of the Waterton Valley and destroyed any
evidence of eastern deposits. The reason why this
happened in Waterton Valley, but not in Belly Valley,
is unknown. However, orientation of the valleys,
differences in size of the b a s i n s feeding the glaciers,
or slight differences in climate of the two a r e a s may
account for the discrepancy.
In the north sector of the park, Laurentide ice
advanced into the middle D u n g a r v a n - u p p e r Cottonwood
Creek area, locally known as Oil Basin. The u p p e r
limit of the advance is masked by soil and rock which
has descended from Lakeview Ridge (F4) in postglacial
times. However, areas of hummocky moraine have

Following the height of late Wisconsin glaciation,
glaciers in the Waterton region began to thin and
retreat as the climate warmed and deglaciation began.
Deglaciation was different in Waterton and Blakiston
valleys.
In order to reach into the foothills, the Waterton
glacier had to cross the resistant bedrock b a r r i e r at
the Bosporus (G8). When melting reduced the ice
thickness to the point where no more flow could take
place across this b a r r i e r , the ice between the Bosporus
and the location of the main park gate (H5) stagnated.
Melting of this remnant ice created a single, large ice
block depression which includes the present basins of
Middle and Lower Waterton Lakes and Maskinonage Lake.
Meltwater r u n n i n g between Waterton glacier and
the base of Mount Crandell (F7) built a series of kame
t e r r a c e s , the most prominent of which lay south of
Lonesome Lake (G7) on the western side of the valley.
The terrace upon which the Prince of Wales hotel stands
is a combination of a kame terrace and a moraine, the top
of which was bevelled by meltwater streams (Fig. 20).
The till on the south side of the terrace has been partly
reworked by water, whereas the north side consists
of poorly stratified sand and gravel that is typical of
kame deposits. It would seem that the margin of the
melting ice lay here for an extended time, contributing
till to the t e r r a c e . The terrace itself is interrupted to
the north by two kettles; Linnet Lake occupies the
larger (F8), while the smaller lies between Linnet Lake
and the hotel staff q u a r t e r s . Farther north, the kame
terrace is again interrupted and partly buried by an
alluvial cone (G7). Figure 21 shows this cone with
t e r r a c e remnants on either side. North of the cone the
terrace can be traced onto the golf course, which is
built on its flat surface. Lonesome Lake (G7) occupies
a kettle in this segment of the terrace. The terrace
terminates at the postglacial channel of Blakiston Creek,
but remnants of it are seen in the flat-topped area
beyond the b r i d g e over Blakiston Creek. Farther north
the t e r r a c e s cannot be distinguished from outwash laid
down by Blakiston glacier.
Although the kame terrace near the valley is relatively
level, portions near the mountain have varied relief.
One small p r o t r u d i n g hill on the golf course is a rock
knob, and the gully separating the golf course from
the base of the mountain is an abandoned meltwater
channel. Several low scarps mark the position of other

meltwater channels formed while the terrace was being
build.
During deglaciation, meltwater streams carried
vast quantities of sand and gravel beyond the retreating
ice front. Such material forms much of the bottom of
Blakiston Valley where the depth of the deposits
probably exceeds 50 feet in many places.
On the west side of Waterton Valley, much sand
and gravel was deposited subglacially as e s k e r s or
adjacent to the ice as kames. These meltwater sand
and gravel deposits stretch north from west of the park
gate to beyond the access road to the Buffalo Paddock.
The deposits have been extensively q u a r r i e d for
sand and gravel, although q u a r r y i n g now has been
discontinued in accordance with park policy of protecting
geological features. As the ice front retreated, spaces
between drumlins, e s k e r s , and kames were filled with
glacial outwash. The main outwash plain at the front
of Bellevue Hill covers an area of about one mile by
four miles (G5, 6). On the east side of this area outwash was deposited around the drumlins as meltwater
flowed around them. A number of shallow channels
can be identified there. Ice blocks that were stranded
in the outwash, later melted and left the numerous
kettle lakes located near the Buffalo Paddock (G5)
(Fig. 8).
With continuing retreat of the ice, the combined
Waterton-Blakiston glacier separated and the two ice
streams retreated up their respective valleys. During
this r e t r e a t some small moraines were built either
during minor halts or d u r i n g a series of r e t r e a t s and
lesser readvances. Before its final demise, late
Wisconsin ice in the u p p e r end of the Cameron Valley
built the moraine that dammed Cameron Lake (C9).
The warming that caused the disappearance of the ice
probably was well advanced by 11 000 y e a r s ago, and
the warming trend continued until about 5000 y e a r s
ago when temperatures were higher than at present.
Subsequently temperatures lowered and d u r i n g the
episode termed Neoglacial, ice reoccupied some of the
high cirques and built some small moraines. Even the
moraine dams of Cameron and Alderson Lakes may be
the result of Neoglacial activity. Several phases are
recognized in the Neoglacial, including two cool
periods around 3500 and 900 y e a r s ago.

POSTGLACIAL HISTORY
The disappearance of Pleistocene ice did not mark
the end of the evolution of the Waterton landscape.
Many features present today are the result of postglacial processes: erosion and deposition by the forces
of gravity and r u n n i n g water.
Perhaps the most interesting, and certainly the
most important, postglacial landforms are the alluvial
fans and deltas (Fig. 22). The alluvial fans and
deltas of Waterton are complex. Deltas end in water
although deposition is taking place over the entire
surface as well as at the margin. Alluvial fans
commonly have the same shape as deltas but lack the
deposits laid down in water at their margins. Both
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alluvial fans and deltas are the result of a stream being
forced to deposit material that it was transporting
because of a sudden decrease in gradient. For example,
the stream gradient across the Blakiston Creek delta
is less than 50 feet per mile, which r e p r e s e n t s a considerable reduction from a gradient of more than
100 feet p e r mile along the creek above the apex. The
largest deltas were formed by Blakiston Creek and
Sofa Creek, but many smaller deltas are present,
including the one on which Waterton townsite is built,
and those built by Bertha Brook (F9) and Hell Roaring
Brook (G9).
As the ice retreated from the area of the townsite
(F8), Cameron glacier supplies d e b r i s to Cameron
Creek. This material was washed through the steep,
lower segment of the valley and deposited in the deep
trough of Upper Waterton Lake, where it formed the
beginnings of the present townsite delta. Even after
disappearance of the ice the delta continued to grow,
fed by outwash deposits eroded from farther up valley
and by d e b r i s excavated by the stream in cutting the
present gorge.
At the same time that Waterton delta was being built
the two large deltas of Blakiston (G7) and Sofa creeks
(H7) were being built into the large, ice block d e p r e s sion northeast of the townsite, and they now have
completely filled its centre portion. When the ice had
melted from the depression, Sofa Creek established
itself in the abandoned trough between Sofa Mountain
(19) and Vimy Ridge (H9). Cutting of a gorge through
the flank of Sofa Creek moraine (H8) and into u n d e r l y i n g
bedrock supplied material for Sofa Creek delta. On
the opposite side of the valley, the retreating Blakiston
glacier had left a blanket of outwash along the west side
of the remnant Waterton glacier. Upon melting of the

stagnant remnant, Blakiston Creek flowed into the
depression. Near the golf course, if first followed the
lowest route across the outwash without r e g a r d to the
u n d e r l y i n g bedrock. In cutting down to its p r e s e n t
level it encountered bedrock and has since been
restricted to a rock-walled channel or gorge.
The stream t e r r a c e s found along Blakiston Creek
between the gorge and the mouth of its mountain valley
were formed as downcutting of the channel was reduced
when the stream encountered bedrock. The channel
upstream was still on unconsolidated deposits, and the
decrease in downcutting allowed the channel to swing
back and forth over these soft deposits, gradually
eroding them into the t e r r a c e s that are found along the
creek. Outwash, material derived from the cutting of
the rock gorge and the t e r r a c e s , and debris from higher
up the valley all have played a role in building Blakiston
Creek delta.
At first, Upper and Middle Waterton Lakes were
at the same elevation as Lower Waterton Lake, a common
level controlled by the outlet into Waterton River. As
Blakiston and Sofa Creek deltas coalesced, however,
the u p p e r and middle lakes were separated from the
lower one, and their levels rose. Water p a s s i n g
between the middle and lower lakes through the
Dardanelles (H7) c u r r e n t l y maintains a delicate
balance between deposition and erosion. As long as
flow is sufficient to remove any excess material
delivered from the deltas, the Dardanelles will remain
at their present elevation. If more material is delivered
than can be removed, sediment will build up between
the deltas and the upper and middle lakes will r i s e .
Conversely, increased flow of water through the
Dardanelles many induce downcutting of the channel
and lowering of the u p p e r lakes. In general, since
coalescence of the deltas, the factors involved have
tended to cause a slow r i s e in the level of the u p p e r
and middle lakes.
In the northwest part of the park Dungarvan Creek
is building an alluvial fan east of Kesler Lake (F2).
During low flow, Dungarvan Creek sinks into the fan
(F2, G2) and d i s a p p e a r s to r e a p p e a r again at the
lower edge of the fan as a series of s p r i n g s ; streams
issuing from the s p r i n g s eventually coalesce and
reconstitute the creek. Farther southeast in the southeast corner of the Blood Indian Reservation (K9), North
Belly River has built an alluvial fan into Belly River
diverting the main stream to the opposite side of the
valley. Its fan shape is obscured by fine material deposited
upstream and downstream from it (see map), but its
own deposits are coarse and could only be transported
d u r i n g spring floods. Galwey Creek has built one fan
at the base of Indian S p r i n g s Ridge moraine (G4) and
another where it enters the broad, postglacial valley
of Waterton River (H4), As with the fan at the junction
of the Belly and North Belly r i v e r s , deposits in this
second fan have restricted the r i v e r to the opposite
side of its flood plain.
Another postglacial landform common in the park
is the alluvial cone. Much the same shape as an
alluvial fan but with steeper slopes, this feature is
composed of v e r y coarse materials commonly deposited
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by a small or intermittent stream. Except d u r i n g flood
time, the stream does not cross the cone but sinks into
the gravels and boulders before reaching the far side.
The best example of an alluvial cone lies just north
of the townsite. The Public Works compound lies on
its south edge and Middle Waterton Lake forms its
margin. Figure 21 is a view of this cone from Middle
Waterton Lake. Some cones are formed by a constant
downslope movement of rock, aided by r u n n i n g water
and snow slides. The d e b r i s is channelled as it moves
down the mountain. Where the channel or gully comes
upon a flat surface, a steep cone of d e b r i s is formed
with the apex heading in the gully. Numerous alluvial
cones of this type come off Bellevue Hill (G5) onto the
outwash plain.
Talus slopes are similar in composition to alluvial
cones. These sloping ramparts of d e b r i s are found
at the base of v e r y steep slopes, such as glacially
oversteepened rock faces, where they are formed by
slow, steady accumulation of d e b r i s derived from the
mechanical breakdown of the cliff above.
Except for the above features most of the postglacial modification of the landscape has been erosional.
For example, following glaciation a reduction in sediment load caused Blakiston Creek to cut quickly
through the unconsolidated deposits and then to
erode laterally, removing much of this unconsolidated
material.
The u p p e r segments of most streams in the
mountains of the park consist of straight channels
marked by cascades and waterfalls. They have steep
gradients, flow rapidly, and erode actively; material
in t r a n s p o r t is usually sand sized or larger. Near
the mountain the stream channel becomes braided and
the water flows in several channels which are continuously dividing and reuniting. The stream moves
from side to side in a broad flood plain which is used
fully only d u r i n g heavy s p r i n g runoff.
Farther
downstream, more variation is shown. One type is
exemplified by Crooked Creek, which in its lower
reaches flows through a broad, steep-sided valley
cut into unconsolidated deposits. Here the stream has
developed tightly linked bends called meanders.
Wind has played only a minor role in the formation
of the landscape. Fine windblown deposits derived
from glacial outwash can be seen in a few isolated
areas at the eastern margin of the park. Northeast of
Maskinonge Lake along Highway No. 5, up to ten
feet of windblown material is exposed in low banks on
either side of the road (H5). Shallow basins mark
spots where deposited material again has been picked
up and removed by wind. Such depressions are
termed blowouts.
Partly stabilized sand dunes presently are developing
on the southeast shore of Lower Waterton Lake (H7)
from material blown inland from the beach. A cut
through one of the dunes reveals layer upon layer of
vegetative matter, the remains of g r a s s and b u s h e s
that once mantled the slope but were buried as the dune
grew.
Postglacial rock slides are common in the park. The
north and east slopes of Lakeview Ridge (F3, G3, 4) for
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example, and also the east side of Sofa Mountains, are
covered with the i r r e g u l a r d e b r i s of numerous slides.
Rock slides also are found in narrow mountain valleys.
A large one is on the south side of Lineham Creek (C7);
Figure 23 shows the large boulders of this slide in the
foreground and a rock step in the background.

CONCLUSION
The landscape of Waterton Lakes National Park
illustrates a long and fascinating story for those who
take time to "read" it. Structure, process, and time
all have interacted to create a wide range of landforms.
Perhaps the point which should be emphasized is that
this story does not end: geomorphic processes are
still at work moulding the surface of the earth. Through
an u n d e r s t a n d i n g of these we not only can unravel the
past but in some cases can even predict the future.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Technical words are underlined and defined in the text where they first
appear. This is a list of those words along with a short definition and
the page number of the first occurrence of the word in the text.

Page
ALLUVIAL FAN: A cone-shaped deposit of alluvium made by a stream where
it r u n s out onto a level plain or meets a slower stream. The fans
generally form where streams issue from mountains onto a lowland

...

21

ARETE: An acute and rugged crest of a mountain range or a subsidiary r i d g e
between two mountains or a mountain spur such as that between two
cirques

5

BLOWOUT: A general term for various saucer, cup, or t r o u g h - s h a p e d hollows
formed by wind erosion on a p r e - e x i s t i n g dune or other sand
deposit

24

CANADIAN SHIELD: The mass of ancient rock forming the surface of much of
eastern and northeastern Canada

12

CIRQUE: A deep, steep-walled r e c e s s in a mountain caused by glacial erosion . . .

5

COL: A saddle or gap across a ridge or between two peaks
CORDILLERAN GLACIER COMPLEX: The mass of ice, centred on the western
mountains, which covered most of British Columbia and p a r t s of
Alberta and the Yukon d u r i n g portions of the Quaternary Era

6

CREVASSES: A nearly vertical fissure in a glacier
DEGLACIATION:

12
4

The uncovering of an area from glacier ice as a result of

shrinkage of the glacier
DELTA: An alluvial deposit, usually triangular, at the mouth of a r i v e r

21
21

DRAINAGE SYSTEM: A stream and its tributaries

5

DRUMLIN: A streamlined hill or ridge of glacial material with long axis
paralleling direction of flow of a former glacier
END MORAINE: A mass of glacial d e b r i s , commonly forming a r i d g e , deposited

7

at the end or snout of a glacier
ESKER:

Serpentine ridge of gravel and sand commonly associated with kames . . .

7
10

FORMATION: A succession of strata useful for mapping or description

1

GEOMORPHOLOGY: That branch of both physiography and geology which deals
with the form of the earth, the general configuration of its surface, and
the changes that take place in the evolution of landforms
GLACIAL TROUGH: A trough formed by the erosion of a valley by a glacier;
typically the valley is U-shaped

4

GLACIOFLUVIAL LANDFORM: A constructional landform, commonly composed
of sand and gravel, formed by deposition from glacial meltwaters

6

9

31

Page
GRANITE GNEISS: A coarsely crystalline banded rock of granitic composition

...

12

GROUND MORAINE: The material deposited from a glacier on the ground
surface over which it has moved

7

GROUP: Unit consisting of two or more formations

1

HANGING TROUGH: A glaciated tributary valley whose floor is higher than
the floor of the trunk valley in the area of junction

6

HORN: A high, pyramidal peak with steep sides formed by the intersecting
walls of three or more cirques

5

KAME: A conical hill or short, i r r e g u l a r ridge of gravel or sand deposited
in contact with glacier ice

10

KAME TERRACE: A terrace-like body of stratified drift deposited between a
glacier and an adjacent valley wall

10

Page
QUATERNARY PERIOD: The younger of the two geological periods in the
Cenozoic era

1

RELIEF: The difference in elevation between the high and low points on a
land surface

4

SEDIMENTARY ROCK: Rocks formed by the accumulation of sediment in
water or that from air or ice

1

TALUS: Rock fragments of any size or shape (usually coarse and angular)
derived from and lying at the base of a cliff or v e r y steep, rocky
slope. Also, the outward sloping and accumulated heap or mass
of such loose broken rock, considered as a unit, and formed chiefly
by gravitational falling, rolling, or sliding
TARN: A small mountain lake or pool that occupies an ice-gouged basin on
the floor of a cirque

6

KETTLE: A depression made by the wasting away of a detached mass of
glacier ice that had been either entirely or partly buried by
glacial deposits

10

TERRACE: T e r r a c e s and benches are relatively flat, horizontal, or gently
inclined surfaces, sometimes long and narrow, which are bounded
by a steep ascending slope on one side and a steep descending slope
on the opposite side. Typical t e r r a c e s are step-like in character . . . .

KETTLE POND: A lake or pond in a kettle

10

THRUST FAULT: A r e v e r s e fault that is characterized by a low angle of

LANDFORM: A term applied to each one of the multitudinous features that
taken together make up the surface of the earth

4

LATERAL MORAINE: A moraine built along the side of a valley glacier

7

inclination with reference to a horizontal plane
TILL: Nonsorted, nonstratified sediment carried or deposited by a glacier

LAURENTIDE ICE SHEET: The vast mass of ice, centred in the vicinity of
Hudson Bay, which covered most of Canada during poritions
of the Quaternary Era
MEANDER: One of a series of somewhat regular and loop-like bends in the
course of a stream

12

24

MEDIAL MORAINE: An elongate body of glacial d e b r i s formed by the joining
of adjacent lateral moraines below the juncture of two valley
glaciers

9

MORAINE: Glacial d e b r i s deposited chiefly by direct glacial action and having
constructional topography independent of the surface on which it
lies

7

MORAINE-DAMMED LAKE: A lake dammed by an end or lateral moraine

6

NEOGLACIAL: A time of worldwide cool climate that lasted from 4000 to
800 y e a r s ago

21

15

23

4
....

7

TRUNCATED SPUR: The widening of a stream valley by a glacier r e s u l t s
in the truncation of the s p u r s which extend into it from both sides . . . .
VARVE: A pair of contrasting laminae r e p r e s e n t i n g seasonal sedimentation . . . .

6
10

ZONE OF ABLATION: The area of a glacier where melting exceeds
accumulation

4

ZONE OF ACCUMULATION: The area of a glacier where t h e r e is a net addition
to the volume of the glacier

4

OROGENY: The process of forming mountains, particularly by folding
and thrusting
OUTWASH PLAIN: A plain composed of material washed out from the ice

32

1
9

PROGLACIAL: Applies to deposits laid down beyond the limits of the glacier

10

PURCELL BASALT: A formation of Precambrian age composed of up to 200 feet
of black, vesicular lava

12

33

POSTGLACIAL
Swamps and Bogs: includes flooded land

MAP 1422A

-.olian deposits: includes areas covered by loess and dunes
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stream alluvium: material deposited by modern streams in
heir flood plains; a, coarse, b, fine

WATERTON LAKES
NATIONAL PARK

Alluvial fans and cones: talus and coarse alluvium

ALBERTA
GLACIAL
CORDILLERAN DEPOSITS (WISCONSIN AND POSSIBLY EARLIER)
Glaciofluvial deposits: outwash plains and associated esker
complexes; stratified sand and gravel
Ice-contact stratified drift: individual kames and large
hummocky masses deposited at the ice margin; mostly sand and
gravel with lenses of till; a, kame terrace
Moraine ridges: mostly lateral moraines in large valleys
and/or end moraines damming mountain lakes; composed primarily
of till with some glaciofluvial deposits; a, inferred to be
older than 7
Hummocky moraine: rolling topography with numerous ponds:
composed primarily of till with local concentrations of clay
and minor amounts of stratified drift; a, inferred to be
older than 6
Ground moraine: composed mostly of till containing abundant
erratics of mountain origin; characteristically reddish;
a, rock outcrops numerous
LAURENTIDE (PRE-WISCONSIN ?)
1

Sand and gravel: stratified, abundant stones from Canadian
Shield
Ground moraine: composed of till, locally silty and clayey;
minor amounts of stratified drift; contains stones from
Canadian Shield

Hummocky moraine: composed primarily of till with small
amounts of stratified drift
PREGLACIAL
Bedrock: locally covered by talus or drift; a, mantled by
sand and silt derived from the local bedrock
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